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Figure 1: The patented LinLED interface composed of 32 near infrared photodiodes and 32 LEDs arranged along a 1D array. A
finger or a hand moving in the air above LinLED at a height up to 40 cm can be located with an an accuracy as small as 1 mm
and a latency as fast as 1 ms.

ABSTRACT
An innovative gesture interface called LinLED is described. Tradi-
tional interfaces often suffer from limited tracking range and sig-
nificant latency when locating fingers or hands. However, LinLED
presents a game-changing solution. LinLED comprises a 1D-array
of photodiodes and offers great precision in locating hands or fin-
gers moving laterally in the air. Its accuracy is as small as 1 mm,
which is ten times smaller than the photodiode pitch. Moreover, the
latency is as fast as 1 ms, all thanks to its pure analog processing.
LinLED can accurately detect any object reflecting infrared within
a range of approximately 30 cm by 40 cm. Additionally, LinLED is
sensitive to vertical motion (Z-axis motion), enabling the detection
of three different types of gestures: selection, swipe, and graded
smooth lateral movement. LinLED represents a significant advance-
ment in gesture interfaces, offering high precision, minimal latency,
and the ability to detect various gestures effectively.

∗SV, MC, J-MI made the hardware design. MC fabricated the LinLED and developed
the software. MC performed the experiments. SV made the model and wrote the paper.
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1 INTRODUCTION
In today’s technological landscape, user interfaces have under-
gone significant development to keep pace with advancements in
computer hardware and software. A notable direction in these ad-
vancements involves gesture detection, where users can interact
with machines through direct interpretation of hand movements
without physical constraints [7–9, 11–13, 15]. The LinLED inter-
face represents an alternative solution that enables the detection
of objects like the user’s finger, hand, or other body parts, all with-
out the need for any physical device [5], surface contact, or being
within a camera’s field of view [1]. This interface achieves abso-
lute position detection with great precision, surpassing pixel pitch
limitations, and operating within a large tracking space. The inspi-
ration for developing the LinLED interface stemmed from studying
the electric field signal processing in electric fish [4]. Despite the
relatively coarse resolution of its receptors along the body, these
animals feature hyperacuity, a phenomenon also observed in visual
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systems [14]. This hyperacuity in LinLED is achieved through the
use of a 1D array of near-infrared LEDs and the weighted sum
of Gaussian overlapping curves. As demonstrated by previous re-
search [2], this analog signal processing technique results in highly
linear and smooth responses. Overall, the LinLED interface repre-
sents a cutting-edge innovation in gesture detection, offering an
unparalleled level of accuracy and fluidity without the need for any
physical constraints, making it a promising solution for various
applications, especially in the automotive field (e.g., multimedia
interface).

2 THE LINLED INTEFACE
2.1 A hyperacute optical position sensing device
As depicted in figure 1, the LinLed interface allows to locate a finger
translating laterally over an 1D array composed of infrared LEDs
and photodiodes. The principle relies on the implementation of the
weighted sum of each photodiode’s output signal. By assuming that
the angular sensitivity of each photodiode fits with a bell-shaped
function (see 2), the weighted sum𝑊𝑆 can be written as follows:

𝑊𝑆 =

𝑛∑︁
𝑖=1

𝑖 ∗ 𝑃ℎ𝑖 (1)

with 𝑃ℎ𝑖 the output signal of a photodiode. We assume the photo-
diodes to be located at the 𝑖th position on a segment ranging from
1 to 𝑛. It can be shown that the𝑊𝑆 function can feature intriguing
properties [2]. In particular, it can be shown that for sufficiently
large value of the the bell-shaped curves (i.e., an overlap of at least
15% between two adjacent photodiodes),𝑊𝑆 becomes monotone
increasing and almost linear. It is worth noting that this property
can explain the hyperacute phenomena. Like hyperacuity defined
for a visual system [14], the hyperacute LinLed device can locate
a finger or a hand with an accuracy much better than the pitch
between two adjacent photodiodes.

Figure 2: The LinLED interface can be seen as a 1D array of
photodiodes featuring Gaussian angular sensitivities. The
two summations 𝑆1 and 𝑆2 are: the weighted sum of each
photodiode’s output signal and the sum over the whole array,
respectively.

2.2 Model of finger localization
As illustrated in figures 2 and 3, the output signal 𝑃ℎ(Ψ𝑓 ) of a
photodiode can be calculated as follows:

𝑃ℎ(Ψ𝑓 ) = 𝐼2

∫ Ψ𝑓 − 𝐿1
2

−∞
𝑠 (Ψ)𝑑Ψ+𝐼1

∫ Ψ𝑓 + 𝐿2
2

Ψ𝑓 − 𝐿1
2

𝑠 (Ψ)𝑑Ψ+𝐼2
∫ +∞

Ψ𝑓 + 𝐿2
2

𝑠 (Ψ)𝑑Ψ

(2)
with Ψ𝑓 the angular position of the finger. We assume here that

the finger can be considered as a bar with a contrast intensity 𝐼1
placed in front of a background of intensity 𝐼2. The angular position
Ψ𝑓 can be calculated as follows:

Ψ𝑓 = arctan 2
(

𝐷

𝑋𝑏 − 𝑋𝑝

)
(3)

with 𝐷 the distance to the finger, 𝑋𝑝 the photodiode’s linear
position along the 1D array and 𝑋𝑏 the position of the center of the
finger. The angular sensitivity 𝑠 (Ψ) is assumed to follow a Gaussian
curve defined as follows [6]:

𝑠 (Ψ) =
2
√︁
𝜋 ln(2)
𝜋Δ𝜌

𝑒
−4 ln(2) Ψ2

Δ𝜌2 (4)

with Δ𝜌 the angle at half-with of the Gaussian.
Thus, by combining equation 4 and (2), we have:

𝑃ℎ =
𝐼1 − 𝐼2

2

(
erf

(
2
√︁
ln(2)
Δ𝜌

∗ 𝐿1

)
− erf

(
2
√︁
ln(2)
Δ𝜌

∗ 𝐿2

))
+ 𝐼2 (5)

with erf the well-known error function and the angles 𝐿1 and
𝐿2 defined as follows:

𝐿1 = arctan 2
(

𝐷

𝑋𝑏 − 𝑋𝑝 − 0.5Δf

)
and 𝐿2 = arctan 2

(
𝐷

𝑋𝑏 − 𝑋𝑝 + 0.5Δf

)
(6)

with Δf the finger’s width. Therefore, it can be seen that the
model of the output signal of one photodiode results from the
difference of two error functions, which is also bell-shaped curve.

2.3 Hardware implementation
The analog processing of the LinLed device relies on a modulated
infrared signal (30kHz) emitted by the LEDs, making LinLED robust
to variations introduced by artificial lighting (neon, LEDs...) and
even sunlight. A lock-in amplifier connected to each photodiode
was used to demodulate the signal reflected by fingers or hands.
Then, the demodulated signal of each photodiode is sent to a sum-
ming amplifier by means of a classical operational amplifier. By
choosing correctly the set of resistance, the weighted sum (noted 𝑆1
in figure 2) described in section 2 can be directly implemented with
analog electronics, making the processing time of this operation
extremely fast. We implemented an additional summing amplifier
(noted 𝑆2 in figure 2), the output of which is used to calculate the
normalized weighted sum described in section 3.2. Figure 4 depicts
the hardware of LinLED.
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Figure 3: The finger is assumed here to be a bar placed at
a distance D from the photodiode and subtending an angle
equal to 𝐿1 − 𝐿2.

Figure 4: The LinLED hardware.

3 PERFORMANCES IN LOCALIZATION
3.1 Test bench
As described in figure 5, we built a test bench composed of an
actuated linear stage used to translate a 3D-printed hand with 3
fingers (3 cm width), moving above LinLed at a distance of 8 cm.
A lead screw actuated by a stepper motor was used to displace
the hand by step of 0.8 mm (micro-step mode) for a course of 393
mm. For each step, the analog𝑊𝑆 and the sum were acquired by
the internal arduino board (see figure 4) and sent to a computer
through a USB interface. The stepper motor was controlled by
means of an external arduino board. For sake of repeatability, we
used an artificial hand but real fingers, hands or any object reflecting
infrared can be used with LinLED (see figure 9).

3.2 Characterization of the hand localization
Figure 6 shows the 32 channels of LinLED corresponding to the 32
demodulated output signals. As expected from the model described
in section 2.2, each signal follows bell-shaped function with respect
to the linear position of the hand. In addition, it is clearly shown
that the amplitude of the signals is not uniform. This is due to
a disparity in the sensitivity of the photodiodes. To compensate
for this disparity that can affect drastically the linearity in the
localization, we calculated the normalized weighted sum 𝑆𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚
defined as follows:

Figure 5: Side view of the 3D printed hand composed of three
fingers translating above LinLED by means of linear stage
actuated by a stepper motor.

Figure 6: The 32 demodulated output signals of the 32 pho-
todiodes in response to a displacement of the hand along a
course of about 400 mm.

𝑆𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚 =
𝑆1
𝑆2

=

∑𝑛
𝑖=1 𝑖 ∗ 𝑃ℎ 𝑗∑𝑛

𝑖=1 𝑃ℎ𝑖
𝑛

(7)

with 𝑆1 and 𝑆2 the weighted sum and the sum of the photodiode’s
output signals, respectively (see figure 2). 𝑆𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚 is calculated in
real time on the arduino board implemented in LinLED.

Figure 7 shows the LinLED response versus the hand displace-
ment. The response is very linear and smooth. In addition, it is
clearly shown that the resolution is here of 1 mm, which is 10-time
smaller than the resolution of 1 cm imposed by the pitch between
two adjacent photodiodes. Figure 8 shows the normalized weighted
sum 𝑆𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚 for various distance 𝐷 ranging from 45 mm to 130 mm.
The main interest of the normalized weighted sum is precisely to
make LinLED robust to distance variations. The slope of the curves
shown in figure 8 remains constant and linear for a finger traveling
over 200 mm.
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Figure 7: Normalized weighted sum versus linear position of
the hand. The inset (magnified view) shows that the resolu-
tion of LinLED is equal to 1 mm.

Figure 8: Normalized weighted sum versus position of the
hand for four distances of the hand ranging from 45mm to
130mm.

Figure 9 shows the LinLED response versus the hand displace-
ment for three real hands of three various skin tones. The hands
were placed at about 9cm above LinLED. The response is very linear
and smooth regardless the tone and width of the hand.

3.3 A low latency interface
To characterize the latency of the signal processing, we used a
mechanical chopper composed of a rotating blade placed over a pair
of LED-photodiode. The chopper emulated a very fast displacement
of an object moving swiftly over LinLED. As shown in figure 10,
the latency of the analog demodulation is about 0.4ms. The latency
of the analog summing is to small to be measured. The total latency
including the analog to digital conversion and processing time
(32-bit Arduino board) is about 1ms.

Figure 9: LinLED’s output signal versus real hand’s lateral
position for three various hands placed at about 9cm above
LinLED.

4 CONCLUSION
We present an interface designed for gesture interaction named
LinLED. This contactless, high-speed, and precise system oper-
ates along two orthogonal axes (X and Z) with virtually unlimited
tracking space, constrained only by the number of addressable pho-
todiodes. Notably, LinLED’s resolution of 1 mm, dictated by the test
bench, likely surpasses its true resolution capabilities, promising
even finer precision. By measuring linear position, LinLED enables
effortless calculation of speed and motion direction. When con-
nected to a computer via a USB interface, it seamlessly functions as
a human interface device (HID). LinLED was specifically developed
to complement mid-air ultrasonic interfaces, where great accuracy
and ultra-low latency are essential for projecting ultrasounds onto
the user’s hand [3]. In this context, LinLED serves as a compelling
alternative to commercial gesture interfaces such as LeapMotion
[10]. The tracking space could also be improved by increasing the
light intensity and the amplifier gains. To promote accessibility and
user-friendliness, we have developed a Windows Software Develop-
ment Kit (SDK) in C and Python, allowing seamless integration and
exploration of LinLED’s capabilities. The SDK will soon be avail-
able for open access, encouraging innovation and collaboration.
Inspired by the works of [1] and [7], we are actively investigating
the potential of convolutional neural networks to further enhance
LinLED’s gesture recognition capabilities by analyzing the tempo-
ral patterns of the photodiode signals. LinLED represents a valuable
gesture interface solution, characterized by its speed, accuracy, and
seamless integration possibilities. Its potential for various applica-
tions, combined with a user-friendly SDK and ongoing research into
gesture recognition, positions LinLED at the forefront of gesture
interaction technology.
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Figure 10: Delay between the raw modulated signal provided
by a phtodiode of LinLED and the demodulated signal in
response to a rotating blade moving very quickly over the
interface.
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